Engineering Swollen Cubosomes Using Cholesterol and Anionic Lipids.
Dispersions of nonlamellar lipid membrane assemblies are gaining increasing interest for drug delivery and protein therapeutic application. A key bottleneck has been the lack of rational design rules for these systems linking different lipid species and conditions to defined lattice parameters and structures. We have developed robust methods to form cubosomes (nanoparticles with porous internal structures) with water channel diameters of up to 171 Å, which are over 4 times larger than archetypal cubosome structures. The water channel diameter can be tuned via the incorporation of cholesterol and the charged lipid DOPA, DOPG, or DOPS. We have found that large molecules can be incorporated into the porous cubosome structure and that these molecules can interact with the internal cubosome membrane. This offers huge potential for accessible encapsulation and protection of biomolecules and development of confined interfacial reaction environments.